Events Host and Presenter
Donatello Piras is a much sought-after events host, presenter, discussion
and debate facilitator with many years of experience at home and
abroad. As a television host, he works for RTL-Z, where he presents the
Talk show ‘Z in Zaken’(Business), and takes care of the weekly tv feature
in the news programm called Dunk.
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Donatello is on stage for companies, governments, NGOs and education
almost daily. He looks after all kinds of meetings and conferences where
interactivity constitutes an important part. His energetic performances
are characterized by professionalism, enthusiasm and sharpness.
As a trainer and coach Donatello supports many organizations in his
great passion, which is pursuasiveness. He trains politicians, civil servants
and top managers – both in Dutch and in English – and is associated
with various institutions and professional groups such as the Orde van
Advocaten (the Bar) and the Dutch Orde van Belastingadviseurs
(Tax Advisers). Apart from this Donatello writes and publishes a lot, and
he is a co-author of the bestseller entitled ‘Debating to win’.
Moderator, presentator
& debate facilitator

Check out the showreel of Donatello Piras

Author of (news)articles and books such
as the bestseller: ‘Debating to win’.
Analyst, communications specialist and
Italy expert at: Radio 1, BNR, NOS,
1Vandaag, Nederlands Debat Instituut,
BKB
Guest lecturer at diverse educational
institutions such as: Inholland, Campus
Den Haag, Radboud Universiteit, HvA

“Donatello is an inspiring, hardworking and creative professional with
excellent social skills.”

Jack De Vries
Hill and Knowlton

“I know Donatello as a very talented speaker and debate facilitator. Not only do I hire
him as a speaker, or ask him to be our expert for interviews, I also run into him regularly
when he is working on stage. When he is on stage he always knows how to energize the
room, gets people communicating with each other and he always is perfect prepared on
the subject and event. Donatello never has any problems on giving a difficult discussion
an interesting turn and inspire the audience!”
Alan Bredenhorst
Projectleader - Delft Ceramic Circle at Delft Marketing
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